CONFIDENCE —YOU CAN BANK ON IT
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By Patricia A. Husic
Opacity and uncertainty are essential to a mystery novel, but these elements are causing
a pandemic in the investment world.
Regardless of how the congressional bailout plan unfolds, we anticipate far-reaching
implications from Wall Street to Main Street. The real concern, however, should be:
“What’s the reality of market fluctuations and behemoth bank mergers on our Main Street?”
On Progress Avenue or on the Carlisle Pike?
What about the retirement accounts and deposits of our commonwealth’s
workers and the business lines of credit that make our regional economic
engine turn?
The national news is rife with the acquisitions of institutions such as
Washington Mutual and Wachovia—and the federal government is arranging
unprecedented bank consolidations and grappling with global remedies as
I write. The Dow Jones Industrial Average plummeted last Monday to the
tune of a collective international gasp.
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In the midst of the unthinkable, companies are finding it difficult to
understand the issues and more difficult to obtain credit. Is this financial
cataclysm really just affecting millionaires?

Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer believes that “no company is immune to these
issues.” That includes Ballmer’s, who The Wall Street Journal noted last week is “sitting on
a $23 billion cash pile.”
In the central Pennsylvania business environment—most of which operate on the small
business level of one to 100 employees—it does have implications and companies are buckling
down for a bumpy ride. But the reality is not as severe as other communities or states.
For every trend, there is a countertrend and our countertrend is that many smaller and
community-based banks are healthy and open for business. They have higher than wellcapitalized ratios and, most importantly now, our deposits are loaned out locally—not out
of state or to fund subprime loans. Accountability resides in our backyard.
As the global financial leaders suffer insidious results from overextension and blind lending
policies, the grass roots bankers—the institutions where you know the lenders and your
children play together—are not only creating new lines of lending opportunities, but are
keeping borrowers and investors feeling safe and secure. That’s imperative to the stability
of our regional economy.

As our customers call for clarification and reassurance, the local concerns are about
obtaining credit, something businesses across the country are finding hard to do. The
turbulence on Wall Street has caused a credit-market crunch. Those companies who have
cash, such as Microsoft, are sitting on it; those who need it no longer have access to it.
The well-known sources, such as Wachovia, WaMu, Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, no
longer exist and are leaving businesses with no Plan B. The lucky businesses who find credit
discover that they must meet the gold standard of creditworthiness and that’s an additional
unexpected challenge.
Centric and some of our local banking associates are able to make loans. That’s good news
for regional businesses that need funds for acquisition of real estate, business expansion, or
working capital. Strong medicine to stop the financial hemorrhage is an infusion of cash into
the central Pennsylvania economy. Community banks have the funds to help the infusion.
A loss of confidence has brought significant financial transactions to a halt. Recent headlines
affirm that bigger isn’t necessarily better in the financial world. Once thought to be the
progressive choice of financing, several global banking players have vanished. It has become
popular and practical now to cultivate relationships with a community banker.
One veteran businessman with several local accounts commented, “I like to keep my money
where I can see it in case I need to get my hands around the neck of my banker!”
While this is a humorous exaggeration, the reality is that there is peace of mind and safety
in knowing your lending officer personally, working with a bank that has a short chain of
command, and knowing the cell number of the CEO.
“On the local level,” says Ernest A. Jones, owner of Transcorps Enterprises Inc. and a
Centric Bank investor, “I know how much our bank president and board have invested in
this institution -- intellectually, financially, and strategically -- and they wouldn’t do anything
to squander our investments. The president is only a phone call away when I need some
answers and attention.”
This accessibility, accountability and transparency staves off a loss of confidence when
customers begin to respond with fear to each day’s shrill financial headlines.
Is my money safe? Depositors can feel reassured on several fronts. The Federal Deposit
Insurance Company already insured regular deposit accounts up to $100,000, and Congress
has now increased that to $250,000. In addition, Centric is one of only two banks in the
area that offers the CDARS program (Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service)—
a guarantee of up to $100 million in FDIC insurance on certificates of deposit.
This certainly has a calming effect on the nerves of investors, and encourages people
to continue depositing their money in banks instead of hoarding cash or withholding
investment decisions. As confidence returns, cash returns.
At Centric and other community banks, we are partners in our customers’ personal and
business financial growth, and perhaps there is no time in recent history when that reality
not only carries confidence, but a promise of sustainability in a new market inning.
We continue to have a strong hand to play in shoring up our region’s economic and business
backbone, and we will continue to provide consonance to the market on our Main Street.

